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Abstract:  

Purpose- The purpose of this paper is to understand the factors influencing Indian consumers  



specially the generation which has grown up in the current environment of ubiquitous mobile  

communications: The generation ‘z’ , in adopting chatbots as a communicating agent.  

 Design/methodology/approach – The study employed a multi-analytical approach through  

the use of structure equation modelling and factor analysis to test the proposed framework. A  

quantitative approach based web survey was performed to collect the primary data from 143  

young users of Delhi.   

Findings – The results of analysis demonstrate that chatbots have good impact on today’s  

generation and they are ready to adopt them in building customer relationships  

Originality/value – This study is one of its kind to understand the role of various factors on  

chatbot adoption.  
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1. Introduction  

Due to digitalization and adoption of M-Commerce, conversational marketing is one of  

the trending techniques of Digital marketing. It takes into support of Artificial  

intelligence for leveraging customer data, to anticipate customer’s next move and  

improve the customer journey. One of the applications of same is Messenger Chatbots.  

Nowadays, every other company/business   has started beginning to adopt Chabot’s as a  

brand new technique of communicating with its customers and building their brand and  

strong customer relationship. Chatbots use natural language and are able to interpret  

unstructured data, as described by Newman (2016) “the ultimate goal of chatbots is to  

replace the most common interfaces we use on computers and in connected devices”.  

Chatbots are expected to take the world to the next level, where ever human interactions  

shall be required [1][2].Social media have opened the door for conversation marketing to  

take root, with chatbot’s acting as the catalyst for building customer relationships.  

According   to Portela&Granell-Canut  Chatbots have already become the  integral part of   



smart phones and web interfaces [3].There are many studies regarding adoption of  

technology, giving different models.  We propose a model   based at the Technology  

Acceptance Model (TAM) [4].This paper examines the perceptions and preferences of the  

Generation Z regarding adoption of this technology. Whether they are comfortable in  

conversation with this human like agents, do they feel safe , does chatbots solve their  

problems [5]. More over Gen-Zers are going to be 40 percent of all consumers by 2020[6] 


